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Concept: 



Issues for developing a tool

Primary

 When adopting a holistic view – how do we develop a consistent 
approach to farms?

 How do we identify the most relevant tools?

 How do we deal with external inputs?

 How do we select the (spatially) correct sampling points?

 How do we bring citizen science into the tool  ? 

Secondary 

 Do we have to investigate / prove the strength of tools as EGS 
proxies ? How do we get around this?

 Should we attach weights to the results of different tools.
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Proposed Methodology 
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Riverlea Example  - Positive EGS Service 
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External Inputs

Main external influences
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Habitat integrity index  
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How would this look for different audiences ? 



Key Questions 

 How do we deal with boundaries ?

 Are there other tools we should be looking at ?

 How do we select the positioning of sensitive sampling points ?

 How do we deal with external inputs ?

 How do we satisfy all the user groups ?

 Is it possible to combine scores to form a habitat index ? Perhaps for a 

specific audience ? 


